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By Associated Press
HARARE, Zimbabwe —
Zimbabwe has made “very
impressive” progress in meeting conditions to rejoin the
Commonwealth, a top official
of the group of 56 mainly
former British colonies said
after an assessment mission,
even as the opposition and
other groups warned that the
human rights situation is fast
deteriorating.
“Zimbabwe should be part
of the Commonwealth. We
are traveling the same road,
hand in hand,” said the organization’s Assistant Secretary-General, Luis Franceschi,
who headed the assessment
team.
Zimbabwe “has moved very
fast and there is huge commitment” to meeting demands such as democratic
reforms, he told reporters in
the capital, Harare, Wednesday.
The Commonwealth team
arrived in the southern African country on Saturday and
ended its mission on Wednesday. It will compile a report
to Commonwealth Heads of
Government, who have the
final say on Zimbabwe’s application to rejoin.
Former president, the late
Robert Mugabe, pulled Zimbabwe out of the Commonwealth in 2003 after it became
apparent that the organization would extend a suspension imposed a year earlier
following elections marred
by allegations of violence and
rigging.
After taking power from
Mugabe in 2017, President
Emmerson Mnangagwa applied for readmission in 2018
as part of his push for greater
international legitimacy.

Commonwealth Says Zimbabwe
Making Some Progress
Zimbabwe’s bid to rejoin the
Commonwealth is part of
the Mnangagwa administration’s drive to reengage with
the international community
after about two decades of
isolation.

with various stakeholders,
including non-governmental
organizations and the opposition, who say they support
Zimbabwe’s readmission but
want the country to improve
its human rights record.

Zimbabwe remains under
United States sanctions, while
the United Kingdom and the
European Union have gradually eased their own restrictions on the southern African
country.

Readmission into the group
hinges on Zimbabwe fulfilling
“several rigorous steps” to ensure adherence to principles
such as peace and democracy,
said the Commonwealth in a
statement last week.

The Commonwealth team
met Mnangagwa on Wednesday. It also held discussions

Main opposition leader Nelson Chamisa told reporters
after meeting the member

team on Wednesday that
democratic reforms and credible elections should be the
benchmark for Zimbabwe’s
readmission.

to hoodwink the international
community.

But Justice Minister Ziyambi
Ziyambi said the country has
made “phenomenal progress”
that merits its readmission
into the Commonwealth.

Zimbabwe is scheduled to
hold a general election next
year. But many opposition
figures say they are already
battling intense government
repression similar to that
during Mugabe’s lengthy
iron-fisted rule.

Addressing the same press
conference, Ziyambi described reports of human
rights violations such as
abductions of anti-government activists as “misinformation” and “stage-managed”

Once a bedrock of British
influence over its former
colonies, some argue that the
Commonwealth is losing its
impact in Africa where China
is now the leading trade
partner.
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By Staff Reporter
Morgan Freeman drew gasps
as he walked out to play his
part in the opening ceremony for the FIFA World Cup
Qatar.
The famous Hollywood actor
delivered a speech before
interacting with a Qatari.
“What unites us here is so
much greater than what divides us” said Freeman.
“What brings together nations also brings together
communities.”
The opening ceremony had
the clear theme of ‘we are all
one tribe’.
Qatar Sheikh Tamim bin
Hammad Al Thani welcomed
the world to the 2022 World
Cup.
“From Qatar, from the Arab
world, I welcome everyone to
this year’s World Cup.
“We have worked so hard to
make this one of the most
successful events in the world.
And we are finally here, in
good grace. For 28 days, we
will be following, along with
the rest of the world, this
incredible event, and understanding each other, under
this roof.

Morgan Freeman Is Star Of The
Show At Qatar 2022 Opening

“The one roof that brings us
all together, with all our differences, cultures and beliefsto respect each other, andfind
harmony in our existence.. I
hope that every viewer across
the globe enjoys and appreciates this ceremony. Welcome,
world!”

Bollywood star Nora Fatehi sang another World Cup
single, ‘Light The Sky’, while
Jungkook of K-Pop super
group BTS also showed up in
Doha.

The opening ceremony also
featured headliner Lebanese
singer Myriam Fares, who
performed the official FIFA
anthem, “Tukoh Taka”.

Morgan Freeman has already
drawn criticism from some
on social media who feel
that western entertainers and
other public figures shouldn’t
appear in Qatar.
The FIFA World Cup 2022
opening ceremony took place

in Qatar’s Al Bayt Stadium
The Bucket List actor then
took the audience through all
the participating nations in
this World Cup. There were
LED stick performers on the
stage and then volunteers
came in with giant flags of all
32-participating teams.
A medley of all iconic World
Cup songs and their mascots
followed the march. A version
of the 2022 edition’s mascot La’eeb - came in then.
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always portrayed as people
who are fighting inequality
and what belongs to them.
In March 2019, the South
African government launched
its National Action Plan to
Combat Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and
Related Intolerance (NAP).

Our media experiment
indicated a causal relationship between the exposure to
negative content and negative judgment about this
group and their presence in
the country
By Bongani Siziba
Nomsa Tshuma a Zimbabwean economic refugee received
a disturbing call on the morning of April 7 2022. On the
other hand of the line was his
brother in-law, who told her
that Elvis Nyathi her husband
was beaten and burnt to death
the previous night.
Tshuma promptly headed to
police station, without knowing passing through the spot
where her husband had been
burnt to death the previous
night just a street away from
their house. A group of men
had taken him away beat him
and burnt him alive, because
he did not have a passport
and alleged criminal.
His friend Prince counted himself lucky to escape
unscathed, unlike his friend
Nyathi.
The violent mobs who killed
Elvis were made up of black
South Africans who were
angry at the economic and
living conditions they are
experiencing. Poverty and
inequality, chronically high
unemployment, high crime
rates, and poor public services.
They directed this anger at an
African foreigner who they
believe was taking jobs and
livelihoods away from them.
They also blamed him and

How To Contain The Stereotyping And
Bias In Reporting The Story Of Migrants
others for the high levels of
crime and, as Elvis Nyathi
‘s brutal experience demonstrates, the demonization of
foreigners, in particular other
Africans and Asians, now
permeates beyond disillusioned adults to their children.
The story of Elvis not only
exposed the hatred by locals
on African foreigners but
also how the media report on
xenophobic issues. Research
shows that some media house
content might have over the
years contributed to xenophobic attitudes.
The media content findings
show a very strong stereotyping and bias against African
immigrants which is enough
to feed to the xenophobia
attitude. Instead of helping
audiences to better appreciate
the issues at hand, the media exacerbated the conflicts

through sensational reporting. As expected the media is
to uphold press freedom and
democracy and are therefore
required to provide balanced
and accurate reporting, representing the diverse views of
the people and the government, in order to allow people
to make informed decisions.
In South Africa, migration
is a theme of great relevance
due to a substantial increase
in the flow of migrants over
the last years, as well as the
acts of extreme violence
toward this group. And the
media have been criticised
on the coverage of migrants
influences locals perception
of migrants.
Furthermore, exposure to
news about migration is the
primary variable that explains why people consider
this phenomenon one of
the main problems affecting

the country, confirming the
agenda-setting theory by the
South African media.
In 2015, when the news of a
Mozambican national Emmanuel Sithole filled the local
and international news, who
was brutally murdered in
Alexander in a Xenophobic
attack.
Sithole was making a living by selling cigarettes and
snakes on the pavement, he
was killed by four locals like
a dog.
His death like many others
who have died during Xenophobic attacks has been
reported as Africans who are
in South Africa to take what
belongs to the locals, the
media doesn’t report on the
criminal aspects but justifies
the anger of the locals and
why the crime was committed. In the news the killers are

Among the actions the NAP
identifies to be taken to combat xenophobia, are creating
mechanisms to ensure foreigners receive services they
are entitled to, facilitating
their integration, and embracing a humane and dignified
approach to managing migrants, refugees, and asylum
seekers.
Potential measures include
creating a dedicated portal or
contact for non-South African nationals to report xenophobic incidents and standardizing how instances of
xenophobia are recorded and
responded to across provinces, stations, and community
policing structures.
As the rest of the continent
continue to find hope for better prospects in South Africa
so are new prospects of tensions, caused by resentment
on the part of South Africans,
who see their fellow Africans
as invaders taking their jobs
and livelihoods, that continues to over into conflicts.
Mxolisi Ncube an investigative journalist in Johannesburg said the media is not
doing enough to report on
foreigners without bias.
“The media has played to the
hands of Xenophobes , because the terminology aliens
that they use to describe non
South Africans, shows that
they have torched the xenophobic sentiments” He said.
Read the full article on www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Siziba is a Photo-Journalist
based in Johannesburg. This
report was made possible by
Internews
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New UK Prime Minister Makes Surprise Visit To Ukraine
BY John Leicester and Jill
Lawless
KYIV, Ukraine — British
Prime Minister Rishi Sunak
promised 125 antiaircraft
guns and other air-defense
technology as he made an
unannounced visit Saturday
— his first — to Ukraine’s
snow-blanketed capital for
talks with Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky.
The air-defense package,
which Britain valued at $60
million, comes as Russia has
been pounding Ukraine’s
power grid and other key
infrastructure from the air,
causing widespread blackouts
for millions of Ukrainians
amid frigid weather.
The package includes radar
and other technology to
counter the Iran-supplied
exploding drones that Russia
has used against Ukrainian
targets. It comes on top of a
delivery of more than 1,000
antiair missiles that Britain announced earlier this

month. The UK has been one
of the staunchest Western
backers of Ukraine’s resistance to Russia’s invasion.
Speaking alongside Zelensky,
Sunak noted that the U.K. has
given $2.7 billion in military
aid and pledged: “We will do
the same again next year.”

the invasion forces that are
displayed in a Kyiv square.

“Your homes, your hospitals,
your power stations are being
destroyed,” Sunak said in
announcing the new air-defense package. “You and your
people are paying a heavy
price in blood.”

Former U.K. Prime Minister
Boris Johnson, who stepped
down in July, won wide praise
in Ukraine for his backing.
Sunak is keen to reassure
Ukraine’s leaders that there
will be no change of stance
under his leadership, although when he was U.K.
Treasury chief under Johnson
he was considered resistant to
demands for higher defense
spending.

Speaking through an interpreter, Zelensky said Russian
strikes have damaged about
half of Ukraine’s energy infrastructure.
As snowflakes fell, Zelensky
greeted Sunak at a presidential palace for their talks. He
called the two countries “the
strongest of allies.” Walking in
the snow, they also inspected
captured Russian tanks and
other destroyed and rusting
military hardware used by
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“With friends like you by our
side, we are confident in our
victory. Both of our nations
know what it means to stand
up for freedom,” the Ukrainian leader said on Twitter.

“The courage of the Ukrainian people is an inspiration
to the world,” Sunak said. “In
years to come, we will tell our
grandchildren of your story.”
He pledged that Britain “will
stand with you until Ukraine
has won the peace and se-

curity it needs and deserves
and then we will stand with
you as you rebuild your great
country.”
Sunak also laid flowers at a
memorial for the war dead,
lighted a candle at a memorial for victims of a deadly
Soviet-era famine in Ukraine
in the 1930s, and met first
responders at a fire station,
his office said. Sunak’s visit
came in the wake of a major
recent battlefield success for
Ukraine: the recapture of the
southern city of Kherson.
Kherson, Ukraine-Nov. 18,
2022-One week after the
liberation of Kherson from
Russian occupation, food aid
is reaching the city of Kherson, which has a population
of about 280,000. It’s been 8
months of occupation and
supplies are very limited.
People line up clothing in
the central square on Nov.
18, 2022. (Carolyn Cole / Los
Angeles Times)
Kherson’s newly liberated residents wonder: Who collabo-

rated with the Russians?
Nov. 18, 2022
The restoration of rail connections brought further joy
Saturday to Kherson’s residents, who excitedly waited
for the first train from Kyiv.
“This is the beginning of a
new life,” said 74-year-old
Ludmila Olhouskaya, who
didn’t have anyone to meet
off the train but went to the
station to show support. “Or
rather, the revival of a former
one.”
On the battlefield, Russian
forces launched 10 airstrikes,
10 missile strikes and 42
rocket attacks on Ukraine in
the last day, the general staff
of Ukraine’s armed forces said
Saturday.
In Kherson, two Russian
missiles struck an oil depot —
the first time a depot was hit
in the city since the Russians
withdrew, according to firefighters at the scene. - Associated Press
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It is of great development to
give a degree of independence to the Reserve Bank of
Zimbabwe in order to fix
monetary crisis facing our
country
By Clement Mupfunya
The benefits of Central Bank
independence from political
interference are undeniable.
In countries that have independence central banks have
experienced low inflation and
currency stability.
Furthermore, independent
central banks contribute to
national debt sustainability
and lower the risk of fiscal
crisis.
The independence of the
central bank is important because researchers have found
that the more independent a
central bank is, the lower the
inflation it allows without injuring economic growth and
employment objectives.
Price stability is the major
goal for the monetary policy of most central banks.
The motivation behind this
objective is the widely studied
notion that inflation above a
certain threshold is detrimental to the real economy.
Developing countries are
most vulnerable to the negative effects of high inflation.
Central bank independence
that is, allowing central bank
to control monetary instruments without political
interference becomes the key
institutional recipe to fight
inflation.
When governments have
discretionary control over
monetary instruments, they
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Does Prolonged Monetary
Crisis In Zimbabwe Call For
Central Bank Independence?
can prioritize other policy
and goals over price stability
throughout their tenure.
In particular, after nominal
wages are set, politicians may
be tempted to use monetary
policy to produce short-term
boosts in employment and
output for electoral purposes
leading to raising inflation in
the economy.
To overcome the time inconsistency of commitments
to price stability and their
inflationary bias, the article advocate for enforced
commitments, that is rules
monetary policy rather than
discretionary monetary
policy. Thus, advocating for
delegating monetary policy to
an independent central bank.
Once central bank is insulated from political pressures,
commitments to price and
currency stability can be
credible, helping to maintain
low inflation and a stable
economy.
Following this idea of giving a
degree of independence to the
central bank a considerable
policy consensus grew around
the potential of central bank
independence to promote inflation stability and a growing

economy.
The greater motivation to
grant independence to the
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe
is the need to avoid political
pressures to pursue expansionary policies that cause
inflation.
This was witnessed by quasi-fiscal activities that were
implemented in 2006 and
2007 which lead to four-digit
inflation from that period.
This article reinforces the
importance of having an
independent central bank as
an effective mechanism to
reduce inflation and to have
an economic climate that
attracts foreign direct investment (FDI). One thing that
the government must take
note of is that, investors are
not gamblers because, to a
gambler, investing is a game
of chance.
To an investor, investing is
a game of skill and to individuals who turn their
money over to someone else
to invest, investing is often
a game they don’t want to
learn. Therefore, FDI are
highly skilled investors that
first study the economic
environment before engaging
in any business. Whether the

Reserve bank of Zimbabwe
pursues conservative or liberal policies, its policy effectiveness remains linked to its
degree of independence from
political interference.
In countries like ours Zimbabwe and among others which
include Venezuela, Argentina, Eswatini and many more
their erosion of central bank
independence due to constant political interference
has led to sustained periods
of relatively high inflation,
unemployment – and lack of
confidence in their financial
sectors.
It is also clear that there is a
negative relationship between
central bank independence
and monetary finance of fiscal
deficits. This boils down to
the fact that less independent central banks are more
subject to political pressures
and interference leading them
to finance the government’s
fiscal deficit more often and
in greater amounts.
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Question Of Zimbabwe’s Constitutional Democracy
Our state of democracy
produces vindictive politics,
disputed electoral outcomes
and questionable judicial
judgements
Rejoice Ngwenya
There is irrefutable evidence
that freedom – be it economic or political – has strong
bearing on the quality of lives
of citizens. We human beings
are like air surrounded by a
vacuum – we have a natural
propensity to ‘break out and
be free’.
What we know is that there
can never be true freedom
in the absence of effective,
liberal democracy. That is not
a contested fact. The problem
occurs when we attempt to
synonymise ‘constitutional
democracy,’ and freedom.
I have, on numerous occasions and in several writings,
cautioned ‘democrats’ to consider the Zimbabwe example
where political independence
faltered in bringing political
freedom despite three successive ‘democratic constitutions’: at Lancaster in 1979;
Constitutional Commission
in 1998 and COPAC in 2009.
Yet those in power and their
lapdogs want to still argue
that, unlike South Africa
which suffers from the effects

country to ever assume a high
rating based on this plethora of what I term ‘freedom
characteristics’. But who said
delivering liberal democratic
outcomes would be easy?
In essence, it means political
parties like ZANU.PF and
ANC, whose provenance is
embedded in nationalist socialism, no matter how hard
of so-called ‘Apartheid white
they try, cannot pass the EFW
capitalist interests’, Zimbabweans are (meant to be) fully test of economic freedom.
enjoying both political and
This is why even though our
economic freedom.
constitutions are generally
considered ‘democratic’, we
However, when one considremain languishing in the
ers the natural outcomes of
third ‘least free’ quartile on
a democratic free country as
expounded by the Index pub- the Index.
lished in Economic Freedom
of the World (EFW), measuring it against Zimbabwe’s
standards becomes an exercise in futility.
The EFW indices are Immigration & Travel; Income
& Productivity; Economic
Growth; Entrepreneurship
& Innovation; Increased
Entrepreneurship and Innovation, Conflict; Investment,
Labour Market Outcomes;
Human Rights & Social Development—Trade; Reduced
Corruption, Environmental
Outcomes, and Inequality.
At first glance, this seems like
a daunting task for any one

Between 2009 and 2013, I
like hundreds of other citizens, was part of a team that
re-crafted the national Zimbabwe Constitution. It was
a process accruing the usual
coterie of critics – for good
reason – but producing commendable results under difficult political circumstances.
Though with overwhelming
support of the document in
the ensuing 2013 referendum,
one cannot still argue that
our constitution was beyond
reproach. For starters, it
emerged with controversial
and self-contradicting ‘property culture’ clauses, never

mind the seemingly sweeping
executive powers that somehow subdued the peer review
capacity of Parliament and
the judiciary. And yet on the
whole, we did manage to capture the spirit of democracy.
Nonetheless, liberal democratic constitutions are
designed for liberal governments led by individuals
predisposed towards true
freedom. Without a complimenting law and complimentary leadership capacity
with a willingness to adhere
to constitutionalism, the sixty
million United States Dollars
we invested in the popular
process went to waste.
Especially in attempting to
respond to a basic question:
to what extent are we Zimbabweans free? The oppression
fault lines are crudely exposed.
As African liberals, we know
that economic freedom has
impeccable outcomes, but
not before there is effective
democracy, rule of law, constitutionalism and so on. Just
like his predecessor Robert
Mugabe, current President
Emmerson Mnangagwa has
been lethargic in putting in
place the right legislative instruments to effect the ‘good’
constitution.

The symptoms and consequences of desired outcomes,
therefore, point out in the red
zone. Immigration is mainly outbound with very little
inbound tourism because of
our country’s high-risk status.
Our productivity cannot
quench the intensive thirst for
employment, hence the economy being 90% informalised.
Low productivity means
less employment opportunities, higher poverty, and an
over-reliance on imported
goods. We all know what
this does to our balance of
payments. A weak currency
and depressed foreign direct
investment factor subdue
domestic consumption and
savings which leaves the population vulnerable to hyperinflation where central bank is
‘print happy’.
Read the full story on www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Rejoice Ngwenya is the founder and Executive Director of
the Coalition for Market and
Liberal Solutions (COMALISO) in Zimbabwe, and a contributing author for the Free
Market Foundation. COMALISO works for a Zimbabwe
that respects the free market,
property rights and constitutionalism.
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Fiction Writing With
Nhamo Muchagumisa
She then alighted from her
car with the rapidity of a
panther that had spotted its
prey

the job interview, she had not
forgotten to put on the hazard
lights, when she had pulled
to the side. She then alighted
from her car with the rapidity
of a panther that had spotted
its prey.

By Nhamo Muchagumisa
Milkah was angry with her father for forcing her to accept
her new job. He had found no
reason why she was rescinding from her earlier desire to
work for Shandukai Industrial
Equipment Dealers. The reasons she had given him were
so desperately childish that
her father had not given any
of them a second’s consideration.
“My daughter, I cannot be
there for you forever, so get
the job that will pay you
enough to live on when I am
gone,” he had argued. “But
Dad, why don’t you allow me
to follow my heart?”
“Where was your heart when
you applied for that job, when
you went for the interview
and when you drove back
home to tell me that the interview was fair?” Mr. Murasiwa
grilled her.
“Dad, it may not be as easy
as you think. My…” “Tell me
what is not easy about taking
a new job, with a higher salary and brighter prospects,”
her male parent interrupted
her. “Most office employees
at Shandukai have master’s
degrees, and I have a first
degree. At Matope Marketing
I was the most qualified office
employee,” Milkah had said
entreatingly.
Mr Murasiwa rose from his
sofa, still trying to glean
the sense in his daughter’s
discourse and called for the
maid to clear the table. “I

A Fresh Encounter
wish your mother had lived
long enough to help me reject
this child play.
At 23 you are not yet intellectually spent, as you work, enroll for a master’s degree with
a distance learning university;
two years down the line, you
can stand tall among fellow
employees as an early achiever,” Mr Murasiwa said, leaving
for his bedroom.
Milkah felt herself sinking
deeper into her sofa as her
new predicament engulfed
her. She scanned the entire
sitting room as she resisted
the urge to dial her father’s
number, just to ask him back
and resume the discussion.
All the ornaments on the
walls seemed to be admonishing her like her father had
done. She wished she could
follow her father to his bedroom.
Milkah did not even notice
the maid clearing the supper

TheSunday
Express

table. A sleepless night stared
her in the face. She knew that
she would look like someone
who had had an encounter
with a ghost on her first day
at her new work place.
Meanwhile, her sofa now
seemed to be sinking into the
tiles. She knew what she had
to do to avoid the prospect of
a bleak night; she invited the
housemaid for prayers.
Milkah had done exceptionally well at the job interview.
She knew precisely that she
had to impress. The most
difficult questions had come
from a male panelist with a
thin crack running down his
left cheek. But surprisingly, it
was his questions she answered very well. “If this company gave you the authority
to send its workers for a staff
development course, which
program would you choose,
and what topics would you
include?” the panelist had

asked. “Business Communication,” she had answered
effortlessly; “and the topics
would include business letter
writing, writing memos,
negotiation skills, advertising and information media
technology.”
It was only after the interview
that she had begun to feel
tense. The apology she had
not made for humiliating one
of the panelists would have
to come the hard way. The
film of her encounter with
the panelist began to play
before her with an aggravated
nastiness.
She was once again standing
face to face with him on the
roadside, cursing him for
his negligent driving. She sat
behind the steering wheel of
her car, waiting for the film
to play to the last drop before
driving back home.
On her first encounter with
the panelist, three days before

The driver of the Toyota
Wish, that had nearly crushed
into hers, also alighted from
his car and reluctantly walked
back, towards Milkah, but
before the word of his apology formed on his lips, Milkah
had struck him with the open
palm of her hand. Milkah
wondered where she had got
the audacity and the energy
from. A crimson crack had
formed on his left cheek just
after impact.
In an effort to overtake the
car ahead of him, the Wish
driver had not cleared enough
space between the two vehicles wheeling concurrently on
the tarmac road, resulting in
the two vehicles getting into
forced contact, with the faster
car seemingly dragging the
other along.
But after six or so metres the
two vehicles had separated
and the Wish surged a further
four metres before coming
to a dead stop. “You ought to
be mad not to respect simple road rules,” Milkah had
shouted, and then spat into
the offender’s face.
Read the full story on www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Nhamo Muchagumisa is an
English Language and Literature teacher, and he writes
from Odzi. He writes in his
own capacity and can be
contacted on +263771271478
Email him at: muchagumisan@gmail.com
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Makers, Corporate Brands, Diverse
Communities, Brand Ambassadors,
Story Tellers And
Those With A Futuristic Outlook.
See News Differently Every Week

Five Million
Readers
Per Month
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Loaded: Join
The Network
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Baby & Toddler, Female, Footwear, Gifts, Headwear,
Male, Shoes, Sport & Training, T-Shirts, Runners

The Joy Of Digital Shopping on www.popsoko.co.za
Popsoko is an Online Fashion Marketplace where buyers and sellers
meet to buy and sell merchandise. We also offer Business & Personal
Loans to those that need financing.
Become A Vendor
Reach thousands of buyers in South Africa looking for your products.
Register to become a Popsoko Seller today. It’s FREE!
We offer runner services in and outside South Africa. Our professional
runners are trained to assist you in accessing stock from wholesalers
and drop shipping them to you. We also help with the importation of
goods from Reputable Chinese suppliers. We deal mainly in trendy
clothing for all occasions.
Fast Delivery
Variety of Products
Buy all sorts of goods such as clothing, footwear, liquor and so much Our partnership with local couriers ensure you receive your items
more!
within 72 hours.
Payment Options
Pay with Credit / Debit Card, Cash on Delivery or at your local Checkers, PnP or Shoprite store.

Gifting Option
Surprise your loved ones by sending them gifts bought from our store
and delivered to their doorstep.
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Your Network, Your Connection: Your DSTv,
right here on The DSE Sunday Express
Friends and family of DSE readers and subscribers can now
make payments at all Shoprite/Checkers supermarkets,
and on the Sunday Express POS machine

The person in SA making the payment should request a Pay@ bill
and add 11687 in front of the 10-digit smartcard number of the DStv account
registered in Zimbabwe.
Readers making payment should have details of the correct
DStv package they are paying for. Terms and conditions apply.
Helpline (+27) 83 305 7778

TheSundayExpress TheFridayMix

HealthCare TV

Order your copy of Success Is Do It Yoursel Through: The Sunday Express: And Stand A Chance to Win A Book-Writing Course To
Publish Your Book In 100 Days . Details www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.com / Text 083 476 7918
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Zim Airtime Direct

Surprise Your Loved Ones With Instant Airtime
On The DSE Sunday Express Network
Talk Time Zimbabwe
Talk Time Zimbabwe
Talk Time Data
Talk Time Investments
Talk Time TV

Text: Airtime to DSE Helpline: 083 305 7778:
Convenience Networking
The World
New
Destiny
Mediawww.zimbabwedigitalexpress.com.
Content
Partnership
With Text:
Digital(+27)
Sunday
Express
Change Never
Your
View:
See News
Differently:
One Sunday
At A Time:
Miss Zimbabwe.Com
Your
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Weekend
News:
Text:83
083476
4767918
7918
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Watch this space.

Weather Conditions Hold
At Randpark, and Golf
brand sponsorship comes
out to play – with lead
sponsor Uhuru making
the most of the colourful
displays on course

Brawlers End Of Year Scorecard: Firethorn

By Dande Mutande
Brawlers Golf Club Ambassador Tau Nkomo topped the
standings at the Brawlers End
Of The Year game on a supergreen Firethorn on Friday,
and showed that despite his
recent apparent dip in form
over the weeks – there’s a lot
of golf in him – infact enough
to beat a beat full compliment of 56 players on a warm
surface.
Ambassador Nkomo was in a
class of his own in Randburg
– topping that charts with 42
points gross 73 – and went
home with all the whistles
and cheers – and a full haul
of merchandise – including
a smart TV, brand new golf
bag, and a summer spring in
his step for one of the best
rounds of golf played on this
course.
Nkomo shot a gross 73 shots
for the 18 holes, his net was
66 because he was playing off
a 7-handicap – but net scores
did not matter since the game
was an IPS (Individual Points
System).
This was not the first time
that the Ambassador showed
Firethorn flames as he once
opened another round with
a birdie, eagle and birdie –
eventually shooting another
73.
Lawrence and Allistar shared
second spot with 40 points
each. Reggie and Calvin came
in next on 39 and there was a
three way tie on 37 points for
Walter, Innocent and Senator
– with Ngoni and Sikhumbuzo wrapping up the top ten
standings tied on 36 points.
The rest of the top 20 field
showed just how the competition cancelled each other out
in the middle of the swing –

Ambassador Tau Nkomo Shows
Grit And Skill As He Plays
A Blinder At Firethorn
with a lot of good golf played
to end a five-man 35-point
haul between Walle, Ozzie,
Jasper, Tando and Isadore.
Another four-way tie played
out on positions 16, 17, 18
and 19 as Graham, Eddy, Taps
and Trevor all shared out 34
points and Robin completed
the top 20 standings with 33
points.

salary in Uhuru wallet –
which brings the convenience
to send and receive money,
and pay all the bills including airtime, ZOL and Telone,
Nyaradzo, Moonlight, DZTV
and Avon.

While Trust himself came
in just short of the top 30
on the field, completing the
course with 33 points – his
brand got the best cheer of
Des wasn’t on the podium on the night after stepping in to
the day – finishing a credible
run the auction on a slate – to
23rd place – but still made the the utmost happiness of the
news as the most improved
Brawlers faithful.
Brawlers player of the year,
and Thando was the ladies
While CBZ was on the list of
winner – also with 32 points
sponsors, it transpired that
– a tally also shared by Ralph, they were actually not. HowFidel and Njabulo. Albert,
ever, the rest of the sponsorBruce and Ishmael rounded
ship filed included Ngoto
off the top 30.
Craft Beer, the FACHS Group,
Kwali4U, FGZ Holdings, PiGolf brand sponsorship came etas Group, Car Service City
out to play in the summer
Centurion, FunkBa, Chapter
highveld this week and the
6 Finance, Peaks Of Africa,
lead sponsor Uhuru made the Balcony, and AfriTech.
most of the colourful displays
on course – with founder and Brawlers Chairman DonoCEO Trust Jakarasi telling the van Chimhandamba said
field that Uhuru has changed that Brawlers Golf Club had
the game in cross-border regrown in leaps and bounds
mittances as their fees are just over the years, and the qualthe best on the market.
ity of the game had equally
improved as the social club
One can now receive their
is now attracting top-class

players to ply their game on
the circuit.
Denice Pine rounded off the
day with a polished postmatch presentation and told
the Sunday Express that she
has been on the events circuit
ever since she exited the Jit
TV News newsgroup – but is
very much available to read
the news script on the DSE
News Network.
2023 Tour Calender
The Brawlers Golf Club also
released the tour calendar
for 2023: with January 27
slated as One Bulk Golf Day
at Bryanston Country Club.
Other highlights will include
the March 24 & 25 Tour at
Sabie Country Club, the April
21 Brawlers Independence
Open at Houghton and the
Father, Sons, And Daughters
Family Golf Day on June 30 at
Magalies.
August 11 FGZ Golf Day will
be played at Copperleaf Golf
Club, then the September 29
and 30 Swaziland Golf Tour,
and the End of Year Golf Day
will be played at Dainfern
Country Club on November
24.

1. Ambassador Tau Nkomo
42 (Gross 73)
2. Lawrence 40
3. Allistar 40
4. Reggie 39
5. Calvin 39
6. Walter B 37
7. Innocent 37
8. Senator 37
9. Ngoni 36
10. Skhumbuzo 36
11.Walle 35
12. Ozzie 35
13. Jasper 35
14. Tando 35
15. Isadore 35
16. Graham 34
17. Eddy 34
18. Taps 34
19. Trevor 34
20. Robin 33
21. Ovid 32
22. Young 32
23. Des 32 ( Most Improved
player of the year)
24. Thando 32 (ladies winner)
25. Ralph 32
26. Fidel 32
27. Njabulo 32
28. Albert 31
29. Bruce 31
30. Ishamel 31
31. Hope 30
32. Oliver 30
33. Trust 30
34. Chaka 30
35. Collin 30
36. Abra 29
37. Boer 29
38. Godfrey 29
39. Terry 28
40. Willard 27
41. H Daniels 28
42. Llyod M 27
43. Busi 27
44. Ray 26
45. Farai 26
46. Thando 25
47. Julius 24
48. Kuda 23
49. Ronaldo 23
50. Tonde 22
51. Kushinga 21
52. Lewis 20 (Note Lewis beat
The captain)
53. Captain 20
54. Tinashe 19
55. Connie 17
56. Gugu 11
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Kyle Walker, John Stones, Kevin de Bruyne and Jack Grealish are four of Manchester City's 16 World Cup-bound players

How Premier League looks
at World Cup break - and
who could come back better
By Emlyn Begley
BBC Sport
The Premier League takes
an unprecedented six-week
break in the middle of the
season as the World Cup in
Qatar takes centre stage.
With this weekend’s action
finished now, the Premier
League does not return until
26 December.
The World Cup starts on Sunday, 20 November with the final on Sunday, 18 December.
So how does the English top
flight look now, who has the
most players going to Qatar
and who needs this break?

EPL Takes Six Week
Break As Football
Moves To The East
games marks their best-ever
start. All seven teams to win
12 of their first 14 games have
won the Premier League title.
Another good omen for the
Gunners is the team that
topped the table on Christmas Day have been champions in 10 of the last 13 seasons.

48 for the last time they were
top on both days.

territory - sitting third, seven
points behind Arsenal.

Gunners legend Ian Wright
said on BBC Match of the
Day: “They have been in
control of most of the games
they have played this season,
very confident. The aim was
top four.”

This is the first time since
2001-02 that they have occupied one of the Champions
League spots on Christmas
Day. They were top that season but finished fourth.

Arsenal are leaders by five
points from Manchester City,
the first time they will be top
at Christmas since the 200708 season.

The bad omen for Mikel
Arteta’s side is the last five
times they have been top on
25 December they have failed
to stay there come the end of
the campaign.

Of course, teams will have
played fewer games on
Christmas Day than usual,
so City will still fancy their
chances of making up the
deficit on the Gunners in the
remaining 24 games.

Their 37 points from 14

You have to go back to 1947-

Newcastle are in unfamiliar

times, they go into the break
in third position and another
really impressive performance.”
However, Shearer said his old
side will not win the title this
season.
Tottenham, one point behind
Howe’s side, complete the top
four. Manchester United are
fifth, with Liverpool sixth on
22 points.
Graham Potter’s Chelsea
have not won in five Premier League games and have
dropped to eighth. They will
probably relish the chance to
have a break and go again.
Wright added: “Chelsea fans’
main worry is the constant
changing of the formation.
Seventeen goals in 14 games
is not good, no team in the
top half have scored fewer.

Magpies icon Alan Shearer
said: “They are so organised
and there is an understanding
as a team of each other’s jobs when to press, when to sit off, “They do need to give Graham Potter time - [Liverpool’s
and their reaction when they
Jurgen] Klopp had time, we’ve
lose the ball.
seen what Arteta is doing
with time. So hopefully he
“What a job Eddie Howe is
will get that time.”
doing at Newcastle. Great
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